TOUR: BORMIO
LENGTH
TOTAL VERTICAL CLIMB

1215MT

KM 115
ca. 3200MT

> MORTIROLO1854MT > GAVIA 2652MT > BORMIO
Download map & info on
www.bikemap.net/route/808503

If outside our parking place you turn right you choose the hardest tour and you head to Mortirolo. Going
right you do the tour on the reverse side that is less harder. Since our guests are all well trained we think
you will turn right and head to Mortirolo. Before the first tunnel, turn right direction "Cepina", it always
follows the old road up to Mazzo di Valtellina, synonymous Mortirolo for cyclists.
Passo del Mortirolo is a hard pass (it has sections at 18%): in May 2004, while training in Italian Alps, Lance
Armstrong said that it was the hardest climb he had ever ridden. The Giro only went over the climb for the
first time in 1990. In 1994, the first rider over the top was a young Marco Pantani. His best time was 42
min. Pantani made a name for himself on the Mortirolo and his attack in the next years instantly made him
a darling of the cycling media and in time, a national hero in Italy.
Back to our route the mountain pass can be climbed
1) from Mazzo di Valtellina: 12.4 kilometres long at an average of 10.5% (height gain: 1300 m), the max
gradient 18%
2) from Grosio: 14.8 kilometres long at an average of 8.3% (height gain: 1222 m).
Climbed the mythical past ("temple of cycling" as stated by a sign along the road), we reach Monno where we have to turn left towards Ponte di Legno, about 20km,then follow the signs to Passo Gavia up to
2620m. It is a gradual climb for about 4 kms. The road is paved, but after a couple of km,it turns to a dirty
narrow one lane road, where it reaches suddenly 16%.The Passo Gavia a really hard climb with 18% in
parts. It never reallygets below 10% with steady, steep grades, lots of switchbacks and often very narrow.
Every few hundred meters there’s a little parking place carved out of the mountain, for cars to pull over
and pass. If summer has just begun at the top you will ride between snow walls. It is really spectacular!
Now it's all downhill a hard and tricky descent into Bormio with an incredible number of switchbacks;the
same descent as ridden by Andy Hampsten in 88’ Giro when it was snowing and freezing cold!
When you will be having a drink in La Genzianella garden you will have in your legs 115km and 3200m of
difference in altitude.
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